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And NO, we DON’T write them. They’d be a damn sight
Geetings, readers. It is my happy duty to inform you that The
funnier if we did, don’t you think? Now piss off and read
Koala has once again changed editors. This being my first issue as
the fucking issue, you little pukes!
editor, I’d like to use this space to be sincere for a moment and
address a very serious issue that is deeply important to me: binge
drinking. According to recent “studies,” as much as fifty percent
of college students are binge drinkers. These “studies” go on to
cite binge drinking as the most serious drug problem on college
campuses today. As editor of a campus publication, I feel obligated to use my position to voice agreement.
Not only does this predict roughly 9000 students here at UCSD
alone who don’t binge drink, the definition of binge drinking
includes having a mere 5 drinks in a row. It is a disgrace to modern American education that we should have to lower our standards to this measly amount in order to balloon our ratings up to a
miniscule 50%. According to the “research” department here at
The Koala, less than 20 years ago over 90% of college students
consumed at least 17 beers or shots of hard alcohol on a bi-daily
basis. Furthermore, of that 90%, roughly 60% got in a knife fight
at least once a month. Furthermore, only 6% lost.
Nowadays, however, most undergraduates don’t even consider
pounding 11 shots of Robitussin Maximum Strength CoughTM with
“Da Cuties wit Da Booty” to be an integral part of their college
experience. I ask you, what’s to become of America if our future
leaders lack the essential shouting and vomit-management skills
provided by binge drinking? Also, Keystone is an important
source of valuable minerals and essential fiber.
Anyway, I’ll close by saying that, as you read the issue, I hope
you’ll take a moment to reflect on the gravity of the binge drinking problem. I urge you all to get involved and stop this trend
before it’s too late. I hope every one of you will follow The
Koala’s footsteps by holding quarterly binge-drinking contests
against campus organizations, and whooping their pansy asses*.
Only you can make a difference.
*See page 9.

How do you spell “relief”?
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Koala Index:
Number of shots of beer in one cube of Pabst: 288
Number of shots of beer consumed by CalPIRG before they
passed out and had to be taken to the hospital in comas: 240
Number of shots of beer consumed by The Koala before they
passed out and had to be taken to the hospital in comas: 1621
Percentage of EDNA bitches who pussed out and didn’t even
show up because they suck fetid cock and know it: 100
Number of full beers Earl’s Place left behind: 85
Number of full beers polished off by The Koala the following
evening: 85

“Pop-Pop-Fizz-Fizz-Ah, what a relief it is!”

ERRATUM
The Koala regretfully acknowledges the fact
that it was not A.S. President Tesh Khullar who
fucked us hard at budget time. It was in fact
A.S. Communications Commissioner Bobby Kim
(r3kim@ucsd.edu)
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LISTS
Surgeon General’s Warning: These lists
have been shown to increase the risk of
spinal meningitis and cancer of the colon
and pancreas.
Top Five Handicap Pornos Due Out This
Month:
1. Seeing Eye Dogs Go Wild VII:
Doggy-style in the Dark
2. Go Downs on Me Syndrome
3. Ridin’ the Wheels of Steel
4. Steven Hawking’s Steamy Slut-Fest 4:
Quadraplegic Cunnilingus
5. Sexual Hospital
Top Five New Lucky Charms:
1. Red swaztikas
2. White Crucifxes
3. Green Pot Leaves
4. Black Glock 9 millimeters
5. Brown fat-ass Tesh’s
Top Five Things That Shouldn’t Be
Funny But Are:
1. “Over Forty” Magazine.
2. The last issue of THE KOALA.
3. The annual income of a Ph.D. in bio.
4. My butt.
5. Thermonuclear Holocaust.
Top Four Things That Should Be Funny
But Aren’t:
1. Trying to hit on girls with Anal Leakage.
2. Fifth year theatre students.
3. Gay Angry Sex-Crazed Pirates on Angel
Dust hitch hiking to Canada.
4. Adam’s gonna Major in Anal Leakage
and Minor on muc-sik.
Top Five Things I Shouldn’t Have Said
to Her Last Night:
1. “Sure, I’ll respect you tommorrow...”
2. “What’s that smell? Oh, it’s just me
again. Nevermind.”
3. “Go ahead, call the cops!”
4. “So finally I just decided to off her and
take the fucking cookies.”
5. “Damn it, if you don’t put that fuckin’
cowboy hat back on... “

Bitches Ain’t Shit
Top Six Best-Sellers at Groundworks:
1. Karl Marx’s Sleazy Irish Limericks
2. Shaka Mohammed’s Unconstitutional
Racially Lesbianized Imprisonment
3. Sexy Swedish Nurses Free Mumia
4. Nelson Mandela is: JAILBAIT
5. Claustrophobia: Comin’ Outta the Closet
6. Booty Grandmas on Parade
Top Five Ways To Score Athletic Bitches:
1. Take up jogging.
2. Go to RIMAC more often.
3. Become an aerobics instructor.
4. Coach girls little-league soccer.
5. Pour butter on your nipples and cruise
around screaming: “Chicas bonitas! Donde
estaban toda mi vida?”
Top Five Great Things About White
Underwear:
1. Everybody always thinks you have more
than just one pair.
2. You can always find it in a dark, unfamiliar apartment at 4 in the morning.
3. Bra hooks clearly stand out, reducing the
risk of an embarrasing cut finger bleeding
all over the trapeze mat.
4. They keep you from getting ball sweat all
over your pants.
5. They make your pasty-white chest and
thighs look tan.
Top Five Ways To Become A.S. President:
1. Hint: A.S. = Anal Sex.
2. Give lap dances.
3. Pictures of Chancellor Dynes licking ice
cream off strippers’ asses.
4. Let some old bastard outrun you.
5. Be an A.S. citizen.
Top Five New Programs On SRTV:
1. “Adventures of Four Guys Sitting on a
Couch Speaking Inaudibly”
2. “Are the Phones Working?”
3. “The Call-and-Make-Fun-of-Me Hour”
4. “Aryan and Jew Hour”
5. “Steven Hawking’s Steamy Slut-Fest 4”
Top Five Things That Came Out of My
Butt:
1. Something old.
2. Something new.
3. Something borrowed.
4. Thermonuclear Holocaust.
5. A.S. Comunications Commissioner
Bobby Kim (r3kim@ucsd.edu).

The All New All New All New Top Five
Things That Are Always Funny:
1. Angry Pirates.
2. Smack.
3. Sucking cock at a bus station.
4. The Fetid, Reeking Cadaver of Tupac
Shakur.
5. When an anrgy pirate is sucking the
fetid, reeking cock of Tupac Shakur for
smack at some bus station and a bunch of
clowns drop by and start spraying Larry and
Curly Joe in the face with seltzer water.

Top Five Reasons You Shit Your Pants in
Second Grade:
1. Your first-grade name was “Shitty
Pants.”
2. Mom always packed your lunch with the
OlestraTM chips and prune juice.
3. You were conceived at ‘Berto’s.
4. To impress girls, you shotgunned a bottle
of Kaopectate.
5. The lights were off in the bathroom.

Top Five Ways To Make New Friends At
UCSD:
1. Hump Thomas Bond’s Argo girlfriends.
2. Outdrink EDNA.
3. York Hall, South Side: Men’s Bathroom
Glory Hole.
4. Throw full beers at unsuspecting students from the roof of AP&M.
5. Go home to study with mommy and
daddy every god damned weekend.

Top Five Signs The Acid Is Kicking In:
1. Finding the Talking Tree just got remarkably fucking easy.
2. You realize that Alf takes place entirely
under water.
3. Mr. Cloud keeps grinning at me, god
damn it!
4. Your cigarettes are not in this castle!
5. A bunch of bears come over, maul your
ass and take your wallet.
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Top Five Christmas Surprises At My
House This Year:
1. Grandpa getting drunk and yelling at
grandma because the stripper didn’t show
up.
2. Mom made sure to leave the chimney
open and, wouldn’t you know it, just after
the stroke of two, down our chimney came
16 drunk hobos wielding shanks.
3. Just as we sat down to the biggest Christmas turkey you’d ever seen, we noticed a
destitute vagrant starving to death in the
blizzard outside. We’d never taken a
stranger into our home before, but since it
was Christmas, dad shot him.
4. When mom piled all of the kids into the
mini-van with their mittens, hats and carolling books to go down to the warf and buy
acid from some guy named Vinny.
5. Four words: Live Snakes and Butter.
Top Five Ways To Conserve Water:
1. Swallow.
2. Shit in the back of the toilet tank.
3. Make Kool-Aid with gin instead of beer.
4. Piss in the pool.
5. Fuck taking showers, just pour bleach on
your smelly ass.
Top Five Things You Saw Jesus Do That
He Made You Promise Never to Speak of:
1. Pissing in the women’s bathroom sink.
2. Bumming a smoke from the chancellor.
3. Carving “SLAYER” into his arm.
4. Buying a twenty sack of shwag.
5. The $2 T.J. hooker incident.
Top Ten Excerpts from the Testimony Of
Thomas J. Bond At His Parking Violation
Hearing:
1. “Pornography is one of the main ingredients- no, THE main ingredient- nay, the
founding pillar upon which the Koala is
based.”
2. “You see, reading The Koala without
pornography in it is like watching VH1’s
“Behind the Scenes” without hearing the
word ‘coke’.”
3. “And speaking of coke, I was watching
VH1 the other day, and I noticed a commercial for Grandad’s Whiskey.”
4. “Now I’m not much of a drinking man,
and I realize I am under oath while stating
this.”
5. “But, bartender, can I get a shot of whiskey or what?”
6. “Oh, I’m sorry, I got a little confused
there, and thought I was in a bar.”
7. “Pardon, me. Your Honor, can I get a
shot of whiskey or what?”
8. “Objection? What do you mean ‘objection’? Fine, make it Wild Turkey, and pour
one for the prosecuting attorney who’s too
damned high-falootin’ for Old Grandad’s.”
9. “Yes, I am aware of the question, your
honor, and if you’d only let me finish,
you’ll see the relevance of my ramblings.”
10. “In conclusion, read Tha Mothafuckin’
Koala- it’s got that ‘soft-core’ edge! I rest
my case.”
Top Five Crossword Puzzle Clues:
1. Pre-Roman culture.
2. ___ Paulo.
3. Margarita ingredient.
4. Flightless bird.
5. One time I drank enough scotch that I
threw up blood for two days!
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LONELY INFORMATION
YOU like to talk to SOCKS?
HOT and FRESH from the dryer 4
YOU! 1-800-SEX-SOXX
Our wet socks are dying
to wrap themselves
around your hot feet!

1-900-HOT-WOOL
CALL NOW!!!!

Hot RECORDED chicks
The steamiest in pre-recorded sex.

DONUT LOVERS: Check out the
Hot Bakery SEXtion!

1-900-HOT-BEEP
CALL NOW! Leave a
message, BIG BOY!
Our girls like it both
digital and ANALog!
Message changes
every two days!

$11.87/minute
SMOKE SIGNAL SEX! Hot INDIAN
chicks dying to smoke signal all night long!

1-800-PUFF-PUFF-GIVE

Long, wet, dark salamanders on
HOT ROXX!! Recently woken
from hibernation and ready for
some hot action!

1-900-DONUTTZ
Baked HOT and FRESH for you.
Creamy, petite FRENCH eclairs,
ROUGH bearclaws, ONE-DAY-OLD
donuts, GAPING donut HOLES

HOT SWEATY trauma patients they’re just lying in their beds, dying
to hear from you!!
Lay your lizard on these HOT ROXX
All operators under 1 million years old.

1-800-HARD-ROX

Like to fuck dogs?
1-900-HOT-DOGS

DEAF MUTES
Totally UNCENSORED!
1-900-DEF-MUTE

1-900-COMATOZ
Two... no THREE hot lesbians
clipping their toe nails!!

1-900-LEG-HUMP
Our sexy pooches are dying to fetch
your newspaper! Ruff Ruff!

1-900-TOE-CLIP

1-900-TRUMPETS
Greased up and shined for you!

“Clip it good, big boy!”
1-900-DEF-MUTE
“Hello? Is anyone there? What are you
wearing? Hello?”

Blow it good, big boy!

T-BONDZ BITCHZ

1-900-534-EBNA

Janet Reno pleads guilty...

HOT CHICKS just wanting to study
with you in the library while waiting
for their boyfriends.

1-900-JUST-FRIENDZ

“I like you, just not that way.”

...to being HOT, WET, and READY
for some action!!!
Relax while she takes off your HOT
and TIGHT legal briefs.
1-900-ATTORNEY-GENERAL

Dr. Thomas “Slick” Bond says:
“It’s better than Hustler AND The Koala!

Check out my LIVE Argo Girls
Shower-Cam at
www.T-BondsBitchz.com !
Would you like to Biggie-size that?
I thought so.”
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More Lists
Beatch!

Top Five Things English People Hate
About Cigarettes:
1. When you are sharing a fag with a friend
and they slobber all over the butt before
they pass it back to you.
2. After three minutes of sucking on it, the
fag is exhausted.
3. When you are cruising across the border
with a trunk full of smuggled fags and they
make you pay a duty on them.
4. You have to smack all 20 of the fags’
butts before they are ready to go in your
mouth.
5. Fags are even expensive at gas stations
these days.
Top Five Advantages To Driving A Pickup:
1. Cost effective lid cover improves gas
milage and helps to hide the 9 dead hookers.
2. Your “Anti-gun activists can suck the
barrel of my .45” sticker looks better on the
rusted bumper of your truck than on your
‘87 Corolla.
3. 45 year-old rednecks in trucks impress
15 year-old chicks at high school parties.
4. Ever tried to have a three-way in the
back of an Integra?
5. It’s way easy to look down the shirts of
girls in smaller cars at stop lights.
Top Five Reasons I Want to Titty-Fuck
the Noxema Girl:
1. She’s used to having white stuff squirted
on her face.
2. She knows how to clean her face.
3. I’ll get no break-outs on my dick.
4. Those curls will hide my wads.
5. These tits were made for fucking / and
that’s just what they’ll do / one of these
days these tits are gonna fuck all over you.

Party Reviews
Saturday night, end of January (Joel’s):
S.C. goin’ off! Wow! Babes, beers, buds.
Does it get any finer? +2 stars for the two
dozen girls that I would have gotten with
right then if I had been sober enough to
stand up. +2 stars for the two kegs. -1 star
for having to leave early, despite efforts to
the contrary. -1 star for friend who had to
leave early. -1 because I had to leave. - all
the remaining stars because I had to leave.
Final Tally:

0

Friday, OB
Passed out at the pre-party. Note to self:
shots of J.D. against wandering vagrant not
a good bet. Got driven to party. Partied.
Got driven back. Lost my car. Where am I?

The Voice of the Revolution
Top Five Things You Can Do With A
Bottle Opener in an Emergency:
1. Birth a baby in the back of an ‘82 Chevy
Impala station wagon in the drive through at
Rally’s.
2. Jimmy the lock at Geisel library at 4:00
AM to study for an O-Chem test.
3. Clean the human feces from my toe nails
five minutes after that hot date on Friday.
4. Use it to hack your way through the
throng of passengers out of the emergency
exit of the burning plane so you can go on
the slide. Wheee!
5. Open beers.
Top Five Failed Jaegermeister Promotions:
1. Free muskrat crammed into every bottle.
2. One in every fifteen bottles contains
celebrity Boris Yeltsin’s urine in leiu of
alcohol.
3.“Where in the hell is the crapper?!”
“Drink Jaegermeister”
4. Ten-point buck head in every bottle!
5. Superbowl ad featuring Christopher
Reeve sitting in a convalescent home 20
years in the future, drinking Jaegermeister
and screaming “I’m still Superman, bitches!
I’m still Superman!”
Top Five Things To Do When The Toilet
Breaks:
1. Piss on the lawn.
2. Shit on the lawn.
3. Read the paper on the lawn.
4. Vomit on the lawn.
5. Have sex on the lawn.
Top Five Equations I Wrote After Doing
58 Shots of Vermouth Over 6 Hours:
1. Magnum + Colt 45 = Magnum 45!
2. Thunderbird + Cats = Thundercats!
3. PCP + Spice Channel = Scary Spice!
4. Dr. Scholl’s + Canada Dry = Dr. Dre!
5. Mr. Pibb + T. Bond = Mr. T.!
all. I must congratulate you though, we was
kickin’ it and pimpin’ it until it got busted.

Top Five Things To Do With A Bunch Of
Empty Beer Cans:
1. Really uncomfortable condoms.
2. Build a staircase out of them to escape
the torture chamber in Martha Stewart’s
basement.
3. Combine them with your 117 bottles of
Night Train and build a robot.
4. Sew them together to make a sporty new
look for the fall season.
5. Fill them with tap water and throw them
at unsuspecting tourists.
Top Five Things To Do With A Bunch Of
Full Beer Cans:
1. Steal them from Ralph’s.
2. Take a break from ripping off Warren
freshman by attempting to outdrink The
Koala and get alcohol poisoning after 25
shots.
3. Wait till the keg runs out at a party and
trade them for hot girls’ phone numbers.
4. Clock Thomas Bond upside the head
when he tries to front on your bitches.
5. Shotgun them till you pass out.
Top Five Pet Peeves Of A Young Professional Cowgirl:
1. Hard to put on makeup while riding your
horse to work.
2. The glass ceiling in the mechanical
Buckin’ Bronc industry.
3. Trusty boots and ten-gallon hat clash
with new Chanel blazer.
4. Janglin’ spurs give you away when
you’re trying to sneak into meetings late.
5. Cell-phone always goes out of range
while you’re smoking Marlboros out on the
prairie in the middle of fucking nowhere.
Top Three Hobbies:
1. Drinking forties.
2. Screwing hot chicks.
3. Needlepoint.

Introducing...
an all-new product brought to you by your
municipal government!

Water One
My Party, PB:
Sucked. I like to believe that a party is only
what you make of it. I also like to philosophize on the true nature of partying. But it
really sucked. At most, 20 people at any
given time, excluding whiny neighbors and
police. We egged each other’s cars. We had
two run-ins with the speakers and somebody
screaming obscenities on the balcony.
Apparently, we had too much booze.
Couldn’t sleep in my bed and missed class.
Finally, paid off neighbors and police.
Overall, two stars, because I’m on the Koala
Staff:

???

Joe’s Party in A building:
Well I must say you did an exceptional job,
for an on-campus Revelle party. -1 star for
the grungy hippy who spilled beer all over
the place and finally got the RSO’s involved. That guy was an idiot and can go to
hell. 3 stars for having massive amounts of
alcohol and swarms of people still hanging
around at 2am. -1 star for not drinking it
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New Year’s, Anywhere:
Did anyone NOT have a four star party for
New Year’s? If not, you are a terrible person
and should stop reading this issue right now.
I’m not joking, buster! Now!

That’s right, folks, it’s fortified tap water.
We used to sell it for pennies the gallon,
but after extensive laboratory testing, we
discovered it’s truly amazing nutritional
properties. Just look at the label!
Nutritional Facts
Calories: 1
Magnesium
Vitamin O
Iron (fortified)
Lead
Chloride
Calcium
DDT

% US RDA
150
125
20,000
400,000
134,000
12,500
1,115,000

WOW! Only 8 ounces of tap water gives
you enough lead to last for 1096 years!
Ever noticed that after drinking a tall
glass of tap water, your body is pulled to
the north? That’s the iron at work! Now
some might tell you that this quantity of
minerals is bad for you, but those people
are suffering from anemic dimensia. And
all for less than one calorie!
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Mission: Impossible
Guardian Invasion
In order to prove once and for all who is really the BEST paper on
campus, The Koala recently deployed its crack media infiltration
team on a secret mission code-named “Kegstands On The Guardian
Head Editor’s Desk.” The purpose of this mission was to subvert the
illicit, clandestine operations of our arch-nemisis, The Guardian.
Phase I was comprised of a “deep cover” tactical maneuver to gain
knowledge of the secret access codes needed to breach The
Guardian’s inner sanctum: the office of Marc Comer, Head Editor and
vapid do-gooder. Our operatives infiltrated the first layer of Guardian
security by bribing their guards with cans of tasty Keystone Light
beer. This opened a critical security window that was utilized to
install hidden surveillence cameras into the editor’s office and dose
his coffee with a top-secret CIA hallucinogenic truth serum known
only as “The Incredibly Potent DMZ.” Having successfully acquired
the codes, we then moved onto Phase II: Full Penetration.

Above: The perimeter guard insisted upon posing for this photo
because he “ain’t never tasted no beer this good before. My pappy’s
gonna be so proud!”

Above: Two Guardian security grunts accepting bribes from a
Koala operative. Meanwhile, agents crawled through the air
ducts to install survillence equipment.

Above: Surveillence footage of Marc “Godless Commie” Comer
betraying secret access codes while high on DMZ.

Above: Koala M-Class field operatives infiltrating the editor’s office. Agent Cobra (left) peruses the Guardian’s secret financial records
for indications of rumored wrong-doing while Agent Ides (right) dusts for fingerprints on the safe. The information gathered by Agent
Cobra provided hard evidence of the long-suspect Guadian involvement in both the international organ trade and black market arms
brokering. Agent Ides found conclusive proof linking The Guardian’s finances to the Cuban government. Photo by Lisa Huff
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The Most Pornography of ANYCampus Publication

In this phase of the operation, our agents successfully penetrated
The Guardian’s defenses. The numerous pieces of evidence gathered were submitted to the United Nations War Crimes Tribunal,
which has launched a full-scale investigation into The Guardian’s
many long-rumored offenses. Marc Comer is expected to be
formally indicted sometime next month in Geneva on over 50
charges, ranging from crimes against humanity to petty shoplifting.
As-of-yet unconfirmed reports indicate that Comer stole 3 packs of
Capri Ultra-Lites at a “Gas’n’Go” in northern Arizona during a
1994 organ buying excursion. Rumor has it that Comer was strung
out on an unspecified concoction of household cleaning products
and cat food at the time.

Above: Agent Cobra signals to the reconnaissance team that the
mission is a success. Photo by Lisa Huff

Above: Agent Cobra investigates The Guardian’s world-wide organ
trade database. Photo by Lisa Huff
Below: Agent Ides (left) and Agent Cobra (right) swing into action
to disable the security systems before it can alert the guards to their
presense. Photo by Lisa Huff
Above: Agent Cobra hacks into the security database to erase all
traces of the infiltration. Photo by Lisa Huff
Below: Our agents make a hasty getaway. Photo by Lisa Huff

HOPING FOR BUSH IN 2000?

Well, SO ARE WE!!
SO COME TO OUR KOALA RECRUITMENT MEETING!
Friday, Feb. 18, 4:30 PM at The Koala Office (above Soft Reserves)
First 11 people to show up will recieve a free “Bush in 2000” bumper sticker!
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OPINION SECTION
I Have No Worthwhile Thoughts or Opinions
Cutting-edge Commentary From a Simple Observer
That’s right, folks.
Nothing to say at
all. Thanks for
reading, though.
Tune in next week
when we will
discuss such
cutting edge
topics as circumcision, douching, accidents, tap water, drug
addiction, rape and the life of a homeless
UCSD student.
Okay, let’s talk about them now.
Circumcision. I really have nothing to say
about circumcision, except last time it
happened to me, I didn’t walk for a year.
Douching. I think it’s kind of funny
to have a type of birth control that really
doesn’t work. I mean, in our country, how
long is it going to be before someone sues
Massengill for damages caused by failure of
their product? How would you like to wake
up in the morning, knowing that your
parents sued Massengill for $25 million
dollars because you were born? Hot females willing to split $25 million dollars
with me, please stop by the Koala office
during our regular Friday meetings.
Accidents. Damn, I think accidents
really suck.
Tap water. In my home town, they
started testing the wells for pollutants. Of
the first 17 tested, 17 failed. What did we
do about this? Stop testing, of course.
Drug addiction. When I woke up
this morning, I noticed that something was
strange. Then I realized I had slept in the
gutter, four feet from the door of the re-hab
clinic. “I didn’t make it very far this time,”
I thought. But hey, such is the life of
someone who is hooked on Phonics.

Rape. With over one, but less than
three, rapes having occurred on campus in
the last year where data is available, let me
plug 534-WALK. Don’t walk alone on
campus between 7 pm and 6 am.
The life of a homeless UCSD student. I found out today that there are
between six and eight homeless full-time
UCSD students. I would like to extend an
invitation to any of the between six and
eight of you. Please feel free to stop by the
Koala office any Wednesday evening. We’ll
give you beer and a couple unfiltered
cigarettes in return for the right to make fun
of you in the next issue.
Well, that does it. Tune in next time
when we will discuss such cutting edge
topics as haploid/diploid, the word, “reconnoiter,” mouse balls and marijuana. But
right now, let’s dig into the old mailbag for
some reader responses from the last issue:
Dearest Koala,
What’s up with haploid and diploid? Haploid is half the number of chromosomes and
diploid is the right number of chromosomes.
What about ploid?
Cc: The Koala
I have never been able to use the word
reconnoiter in conversation. I really like the
word reconnoiter but I can’t seem to bring it
up during the course of regular conversation. Please advise.
Hey,
Someone told me that you can use a mouse
ball to smash a car window without leaving
any pieces around the egdes. Have y’all
tried this? Does it work?
ed: I tried this. It made a pretty clean hole,

but the edges were a little jagged. To
punish it for insubordinance, I flushed the
mouse ball down the toilet and smashed the
windshield with a sledgehammer. Boy, is
Tesh going to be pissed!
To the K,
What if every stoner took all the seeds he
found and put them in a bird feeder? That’d
be rad.
To the Koala staff,
Man, you guys rock. Also, the Muir Quarterly sucks so bad that John Muir has come
alive to advocate the destruction of all trees
so that the “MQ” can no longer be published. Oh, and they all suck ass, too.
More Thought:
Have you tried that new beer Tequiza? I
had one the other day and let me just say,
finally, the perfect drink. It’s about fucking
time someone figured out that there’s
nothing better than the smooth rich taste of
straight 80 proof tequila with only 3% of the
alcohol. I mean, I’ve always wanted to
drink three or four glasses of tequila with
dinner, but by the bottom of my third glass,
my dinner goes down the toilet, literally.
But now! All that great tequila taste without
the unpleasant side effects of too much
booze. Thank you, Anheuser-Busch. I was
buying shampoo the other day and I wondered why I always buy Suave. So I read
the label and everything cleared right up. I
buy Suave because “Suave products cost
less than their more-expensive competitors.” So, I resolved, from now on, I’m
only buying products that are less expensive
than those competing products that cost
more.

The White Trash Column
by Jimmy the Trailer Park Refugee
As you might
have noticed,
admitting to being
white trash is ‘in’
again for the first
time since the
eighties. I finally feel comfortable enough
about my heritage to express myself. Or
maybe it’s just the fact that I can now write a
coherent sentence because I quit snorting
meth and drinking nyquil all day. Those
were the days. I probably never woulda quit
except mom blew up the lab in El Cajon
again, killing my four half brothers she had
with that trucker she met at Denny’s when I
was three. It was a real shock. Mom’s okay
now except for the burn scars all over her

face. Now she can only charge 10 bucks for
a blow job, instead of the usual 20. She
never should have left that trucker if you ask
me. He always let me lick the grease off the
four day old Jack-In-the-Box wrappers on
the floor of his rig when he came home.
You might not think that’s a significant
source of nutrition, but I’m here to tell you it
definitely is - usually that was the only thing
I ate while mom was busy drinking Smirnoff
and watching The Price Is Right. Sometimes if I got real thirsty the trucker would
give me a Budweiser to wash it down too. I
would even go so far as to call the trucker
my stepdad, but stepdads don’t usually pay
your mom for sex, from what I can tell. I
never knew his name, either. In any case, he

taught me some valuable lessons, like how
to chew Red Man and spit the tobacco juice
on the roaches on the floor with extreme
accuracy. See, first you gotta hock up some
snot to mix in with the tobacco juice so that
when you hit the roach he’ll get trapped in it
cause it’s so sticky. Then you just take pot
shots till he dies - that’s when you can be
creative regarding consistency and distance.
I hit one from 20 feet one time. I’m not sure
if the roaches just drown in it or if it’s all the
chemicals and shit in the juice that do the
trick. The trucker never taught me that. He
would know though. He was a real smart
guy.
Questions? Comments? koala@ucsd.edu
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Koala/Earl’s Place/CalPIRG Drink-Off

After his 61st shot, Sky makes his way across the room to
The Earl’s Place team goes to work with fierce, die-hard mentalities.
engage in sportsman-like fraternization with the already blind- [Not pictured: 7 dead Earl’s Place team members]
drunk Earl’s Place pansies.

The Koala takes a moment to regroup and discuss strategy during
the “Fourth Twelve-Pack Stretch.”

Tulley exhibits the suave sophistication required to lead the
Koala. [Cut off from picture: Tulley’s naked bottom half, live
baby panda in buttless leather chaps.]

Score Round-up!

For the modern drinker, nothing beats practicing your form.
Notice how the Earl’s Place Team drinkers keep their elbows
bent, maximizing the potency of their sharply cocked wrists.
Keep it up, Earl’s Place, you’re the best!*
*Earl’s Place is not the best.

Tom contemplates the life of urban youth in cold-hearted capitalistic America, and decides to puke all over the porch before going
to sleep in Tulley’s driveway.

The Koala
Team Score: 1115*
Tom A.: 250
George: 235
Sky: 225
Adam: 225
Chau: 180
Evan: 170
Erik: 150
Ethan: 120
Tom N.: 117
Tulley: 104
Earl’s Place
Team Score: 740
Haydee: 240
Kam: 151
Sean: 101
Tom: 100
CalPIRG
Team Score: 366.67
James: 100
Noah: 80
Ora: 40
In what came as a surprise to no one (excepting possibly
some foolhardy competitors), The Koala scored another
decisive victory, not only in the drinking category, but
also in the swimsuit competition.
*Top 5 member scores counted. Not all teams could manage to find 5 drinkers. How freakin’ hard is it to find 5 lousy drinkers?
Seriously.
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Koala Sutra
The Catfish Farmer
Difficulty: ##
This one comes to us
from deep in the bayous
of southern Louisiana.
Throughout the entirety of
this act, keep thinking “Cajun
style” and you’ll be sure to hear
her scream in hot ecstasy of your
spicy moves. The catfish is known for eating anything (yes, anything – including their own and each other’s fecal matter) so be sure
you understand this before you begin.
How to get it on: Have your partner lie down with her legs open
like the whiskers of a catfish. Next, blindfold her. Third, surprise
her by photographing her incredulous expressions as you throw live
catfish at her from across the room. Finally, post the pictures on
your http://www.CatfishBitchez.com/ site.
Why you’ll love it: All of your buddies will be able to log onto the
site at their leisure to share in the ecstasy. Woo hoo!

The Tuna Fish (not dolphin safe)
Difficulty: ###
This one is very
popular amongst
Norwegian
fisherman out
on those lonely
3-month fishing
voyages in the
rough seas of the
North Atlantic.
ARRR!
How to get it on: First
you will need to obtain a
medium weight tuna net.
These can usually be obtained
at deep sea sporting supply stores. Next, while your partner is
relaxing in the hot tub, throw the net over her, so she is entangled.
She then proceeds to struggle to escape from the constricting net.
Once she stops her orgasmic writhing, she will be primed for
standard sex. However, the net will act to promote greater friction,
and afterward, those waffle marks on her skin will make you want
to eat her out for breakfast.
Why you’ll love it: This will allow you to live out all of those
mermaid fantasies you’ve had since you saw “The Little Mermaid”
and “Splash!”

Fan of Siam
Difficulty: ####
This exotic move was
brought over from the
Orient by an ex-GI who
was discharged after
being exposed to Agent
Orange. He spent
several years as the
“domestic prisoner” of a
Thai prostitute, and in
the process learned many
sultry secrets that the
western world is only
now discovering.
How to get it on: First
you will need a room with a low
ceiling fan. Directly underneath it, place a rather tall stool. Have
your partner grasp two opposing blades of the fan. Once she does
this, proceed to turn on the fan and have her spread her legs out.
Then duck under her whirling appendages and sit on the stool.
Enter her and sit back while she rotates around your member.
Why you’ll love it: Since the fan provides plenty of pleasure, all
you have to do is sit back and enjoy. Plus, you’ll keep cool no
matter how hot you get.

The Principle of Original Horizontality
Difficulty: #####
This one was invented by those
lusty cosmonauts on the space
station Mir. It’s an absolute
must for you steamy physics
and aeronautics types. It’s out
of this world.
How to get it on: First, align 3
independent gyroscopes to define
a right-hand-rule coordinate system. Next, eigenvectorize the corresponding Dirac matrix to find an optimal solution for the time-variant wave equations in the region of her erogenous zones. Make sure that the
group velocity of the solution does not exceed c or you may risk
tunneling negative-mass anti-neutrino’s into your G spot. If done
successfully, this move corresponds to gravitons from your orgasm
preceding signals from your erection reaching observers in all noninertial reference frames, causing catastrophic spin-conservation
violations. Wow!
Why you’ll love it: If you were to actually pull this off, you would
be sure to win a Nobel Prize in Physics, giving you the undying
respect of the international scientific community and a million
dollars in cold, hard cash.

Radial Drainage
Difficulty: #
There is some dispute as
to whether this move was
invented at San Quentin
or Rikers Island. No
matter where it comes
from, this one is a classic
hit with inmates accross
America.
How to get it on: First, gather up 7 or 8 of your closest homies
from Cell Block A (make sure you have matching tattoos!). Next,
take your “female” to the shower room for a lusty rendevous. Once
the showers get everything good and steamy.. well.. you know the
rest...
Why you’ll love it: Actually, if you love this, you are a deeply sick
individual.

CENSORED

Suspended Load
Difficulty: ###
This has been a secret
amongst construction
workers in the Twin
Cities area since the
70’s. Just make sure to
put on your hard hat
before you use your
impact wrench!
How to get it on: Strap
your partner into a
ceiling mounted harness
so that her head points at
your ankles. Then, grasp
her legs with your burly,
calloused forearms like
you would a wheelbarrow full of cinderblocks.
Then, proceed to mix and pour the “sement.”
Why you’ll love it: It’s kinda like tetherball, except with sex.

Aural Fixation
Difficulty: ###
Man has already probed most open orifices on the female body. All
except one: the ear. Rumor has it that the mythical E-spot is somewhere between the tympanic membrane and the malleus.
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How to get it on: Have your
partner kneel in front of you with
her shoulder resting between
your legs. Her ear (left or right)
should be level with your pelvis.
If she is too short, and you are
above her ear, put some books or
blocks of wood beneath her until
her height is satisfactory. Then
enter her auditory canal.* You
should go no deeper than the
middle ear. If you reach the
cochlea, you may be causing
your partner some discomfort.
Some women prefer deepcanalling, but as always, it’s all a
matter of personal preference.
Why you’ll love it: Almost like the vagina, the ear comes prelubed with wax, making for an easy in-n-out movement. She’ll
love it because the chance of getting pregnant is slim to none and
she won’t be buying as many Q-Tips.
*Note: there is a slight possibility of tearing and permanent deafness.

The Siphoning Sitar
Difficulty: #
Originally edited out of
the first Kama Sutra,
we found it to be
quite the savory
surprise.
How to get it on: Lie
your partner down on
a table or desk. Again,
if she is too low, pile
books or blocks of
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wood beneath her to elevate her to an agreeable level. Pluck at her
just like you naturally would playing the sitar. Next, insert the
surgical tubing and apply strong oral suction to overcome the initial
repulsion of the fluids to flowing uphill. Then sit back and enjoy
the fun!
Why you’ll love it: Ever wanted to get with honorary UCSD
professor Ravi Shankar? Well, this is the next best thing.

The Suriname Palm
Trick
Difficulty: ###
Although unclear, it
appears that this trick
originated in Suriname
and was orignially used to
pacify the randy Portugese
missionaries who referred
to it in recently discovered
diaries as “ O Pássaro
Gigante do Prazer.” It was
later modified and revived,
yet slightly toned down,
during the Afribean revival
movement.
How to get it on: Gather
a lock of hair, some bodily fluid, and a chicken’s head on the
second quarter moon following the Festival of the Virgin’s Rite.
Next, dip your partner in molten paraffin wax, and proceed to probe
her erogenous zones with large sewing needles. Optional foreplay:
dance around bonfire chanting, “Eu amo os cães grandes, dou-lhe a
mim agora grande o menino!”
Why you’ll love it: Your partner will understand why the
Portugese felt justified in slaughtering 90% of the peaceful indigenous peoples.

Shocking True Stories of Hustler-Reading Revelle Provost Thomas J. Bond
Koala-level pornography at least as much as
I enjoy my many, many copies of Hustler
magazine. Many!”
Dr. Thomas J. Bond appeared yesterday at
THE GRAND-OPENING of The KOALA
RESOURCE CENTER. Dr. Bond, appearing of his own accord, told the crowd that
he “personally supported endeavors such as
The Koala, given that they have the same
Constitutional Rights as the comparable
Hustler magazine.” $14,000,000.00 was
donated by a Dr. Thomas. J. Bond towards
the creation of the elaborate resource center,
where many First Amendment Activists
could gather to consume obscene amounts
of alcohol.

“I be da REAL Wendy’s Founder,
bitches! Y’all best recognize!”
-Dr. Thomas Bond, on his way to
work at the Price Center
Dr. Thomas J. Bond has had the unfortunate foresight to allow a rather insulting
quotation about The Koala to be published
in The Guardian. In general, we would
ignore such feeble challenges; but then we
thought, “What the fuck, Grandpa? Let’s
go!”
Dr. Thomas J. Bond, miserly codger and
grumpy old man, has just declared that he
would rather sit in his bathroom decorated
with copies of Hustler and read The Koala,
than come to work. A recent Guardian
article quotes him as saying,”I enjoy

News Byte: Dr. Thomas J. Bond arrested
for preparation of, with intent to sell, methamphetamines. Undercover officers allegedly bought 4 1/2 sheets of his high octane
for $60. His wife expressed surprise, when
informed of the arrest, that Dr. Bond could
have maintained his “ghetto-fabulous
facade” while selling his uncut so cheaply.
News Byte: Dr. Thomas J. Bond arrested
for distributing obcenity to minors yesterday afternoon. Editor of The Koala reports,
“He told me he was going to distribute
them, not hand them out to a tour group of
4th grade children.” Police reports write
that, “Dr. Bond spewed racist slurs at the
officers and tour group and repeatedly told
them that they should ‘give up school and
try for a fry-cook job at McDonald’s.’”

Dr. Thomas J. Bond reads Koala-level
pornography as often as he reads Hustler.
After an intense Koala investigation, we
discovered that Dr. Thomas J. Bond reads
Hustler magazine, on average, five times a
day. If Dr. Thomas J. Bond reads The
Koala five times a day, just imagine how
many readers we must have. To advertise in
The Koala, you can contact us at 534-4216,
on Tuesday evenings and Friday afternoons.
Dr. Thomas J. Bond, who goes by this name
to imply his distant relationship with
Michael J. Fox, admits he just has to read
Hustler every time he reads The Koala. Not
hard to imagine, considering how aroused
he must become after looking through a
magazine containing “Koala-level pornography.”
Dr. Thomas J. Bond states that he reads The
Koala as often as he reads the health warnings on his bottles of Viagra just after
updating his increasingly infamous live
dorm-girls webcam site at www.TBondsbitchez.com.
Dr. Thomas J. Bond, inventor of the wheel
in Scotland, 1842-1999, has just died of
exposure. Exposure, that is, to the infamous
level of pornography known in Provostial
circles as “Koalan.” He was recently
exposed to this during a reading of C.A.P.E.
We here at The Koala would like to express
our regret for the senile, old fart, truly
believing that the C.A.P.E. doesn’t contain
anything even close to the level of pornography we produce here at The Koala.
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PERSONALS

We did not write these personals. Flava Flav wrote them in prison after smacking his bitch up while high on crack cocaine. So if you have a
problem with anything written below, we suggest you contact either him or Chuck D and calmly air your grievances over a nice iced latte.
Bass fo yo face!
To the girl from my orientation group who
pretends not to remember me:
you ARE A SLUTTY WHORE AND I
WANT YOU TO SNOWBALL ME HARD,
BABY.
To that punk-ass in my suite last year,
If I ever so much as hear your fuckin’ name
again, I’m gonna find you and kick your
ass. Bitch, leave.
Don’t even think about it

Blackman,
It’s about time you get some, homeboy.
You’re like this bear, dude, and you’ve got
these claws and you’re trying to kill this
bunny but you’re just knocking it around.
Hit that shit dude. Remember, once they’ve
had black they ain’t going back.
Luva

To the hot girl in section A11 of CHEM
143A:
OH MY GOD! Do you like to experiment
with organic chemistry? Would you like to
The Koala Staff sucks. Your actions force
see my stirring rod? I’d really like to have
me to take less pride in my status as a
your solvent run down my column. I’ll let
Human Being. If any one of you were an
you extract some of my organic compounds
animal, you’d be an Aardvark. Aardvarks
if you’d like to. Maybe I can warm up your
suck like you. You suck. It’s got ‘vark’ in
hot plate? And I’ve got a different sort of
it. What the fuck is that. Vark? You vark
motherfuckers kill yourselves and throw me TLC to show ya.
Love, Dustin
a party cause you’re dead.
No not really. I love you guys. Especially
Flava Says:
Ethan, he has a hot ass.
-Ryan

need you the most, and I’m beginning to
wonder if there’s anything between us
except the phone sex.
Michel C: Congrats on moving on from
OVT and ditching all those financial aid
gettin’ losers, and climbing the social ladder
past radio station geeks all the way to the
top, hanging out with VA Majors and Grant
Writers! Way to go, Girl!
From Jeremy G
Dear Fredo of Delta Sig,
Why won’t you give me head like you used
to in the morning when I rise?
Your love munchkin,
Nick M.
To the hot men in Phys 2BL:
I want to demonstrate the law of conservation of energy with your spring constant.
Anyone need a new lab partner?
p.s. I am herpes tolerant.

My toothbrush stopped working.

Engineering chicks are high voltage!

To UCSD:
Please, no more canned vegetables. Give
me some meat, for Christ’s sake. I mean,
really, am I going to make a fucking salad?
-A Homeless and Hungry UCSD student

To all Koala Readers:
Your parents would be ashamed of you!
Spending $13, 000 a year for you to read
smut like this? Is this really all you want to
make of yourself? what about med school?

Oye, buey!
Tocate por dia!!! Tomate por noche!!! Viva
y pasale!!! Y chinga, pinche, pendejo y
pinche. Ya es!

Dear Koala,
I want to run away and join the circus.
Academic counselling won’t help me. What
advice can you giveme? And can I still use
the RIMAC yoga classes?

“Chem 6BL Sucks Dick, BOYEEEE!”
Donkey Shit Penguin Killing Drunk Bastards Stop Stealing My Booze and me
Women
-Ryan

To the teacher I fucked last semester for that
Chem class-You promised me a B mothafucka, and I
plan to collect!

BFG looking for SWF, likes long walks by
the seashore, flyinf fast, and catching
dreams. Call Roald Dahl for info.

All you punk-ass WASPy, Christina
Aguilera-listening UCSD students, you
think you got shit hard, boyee?! HELL NO!
At least you go to a real college and I hear 4
of you have sex. You know what it’s like to
be black and not live to go to a real college?
Y’all needs to be happy I gots my rock,
otherwise I’d go there and deal like Viejas
on yo ass!

To Fred’s Mom,
I love your doggystyle penetration. Please
call me back.
-your love muffin
Needed:
One well endowed male ready to give it up
at a moments notice. Call Amber. 555-INNEED.
To the silent bitch that lives with us:
If you can’t put up a fight, get your drunk
smelly ass out of our apartment.
Love, Roommates ready to regulate
P.S. Your ex-boyfriend said you give bad
head.
P.P.S. We lied, you really are fat!
To that dumb ass motherfucker who leaves
his “dip juice” all over the suite. Cut that
shit out before another one of us drinks that
shit and yaks up our lunch.
Love, your fucking suitemates

To the lame ass parking attendant who
waddled over to my meeter space and
counted the minutes until it expired to place
the ticket so poignantly on my windsheild.
FUCK YOU YOU UNCLE FUCKER.
To that damn curly haired cape runner: shut
your bloated rubber band of a mouth around
my big black cock or I’ll kill you and the
rest of your damned illiterate co workers.
Hey, ladies of the food co-op: how ‘bout
offering a new tasty treat I’d like to eat...
Each and every one of you.
MMM...Drippy hippies...high in nutrients.
And all that hair will save me time flossing.
DEAR TESS: You dropped me from classes
I loved, and always seem to be busy when I

Professor Swartz: 30 years in the ivory
tower has been too much for you. No one
wants to hear another story about you and
your wife trading blowjobs with the savage
peoples of the world, or about how you
don’t trust your students any more than you
could masticate them.
To the Safety-first skater in Matthews:
Props to you, dude. You are the first and
only skateboarder I have ever seen who
properly uses safety equipment. It is refreshing to see a skater who is not some sort
of obvious hoodlum.
From,
Someone who wishes they had learned
about safety before it was... TOO LATE!!!

